
                                     

                                       

         YOGI BERRA  YOGI - ISMS

Yogi was an all star baseball catcher for the New York 

Yankees, who were a dominant baseball team during the 
1930‘s, 40‘s and 50‘s.  He had a way of saying things 
spontaneously that came out funny.  The Bible tells us 
that laughter is like a good medicine.  Everyday I try to
find something to laugh about.Here’s to your good 
health!

1     It ain’t over til its over
2     I usually take a 2 hour nap from 1 to 4
3     Never answer an anonymous letter
4     We made too many wrong mistakes
5     You can observe a lot by watching
6     The future ain’t what it used to be
7     Its like deja vu all over again
8     If you don’t know where you are going, you might end up someplace else
9     Its getting late early  (when the other team was way ahead in early innings)
10   If they don’t want to come out to the ball park,  nobody is going to stop them
11   Baseball is 90% mental the other half is physical
12   Pair up in threes
13   Why buy good luggage, you only use it when you travel
14   Nobody goes there anymore its too crowded
15   I’m not in a slump, I’m just not hitting
16   A nickel ain’t worth a dime anymore
17    I’m not going to buy my kids an encyclopedia,  let them walk to school 
        like I did
18    I never said most of the things I said
19   The towels were so thick there (at the hotel), I could hardly close my suitcase        
20    I don’t know if the fans running naked across the field were men or women,
        they had bags  over their heads
21   When you come to a fork in the road.....take it.
22   When Yogi was driving to the Hall of Fame in Cooperstown with his wife. she
        remarked:  ‘I think we are going in the wrong direction’.  Yogi responded; 

       ‘Yeah, but  at least we’re making good time.’.  
    


